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THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCING
WOLFE LANGLEY
MAZDA
feel like we’ve finally moved
 Iinto
the 21st century with our
online presence.”

- Tristan Schon, Director of Marketing

Langley Mazda is an automotive dealership
in Langley, BC, and one of four stores in the
Wolfe Auto Group. They’ve been a client of
Convertus since July 1st, 2016 - and in that
time they’ve gone from having a disjointed
online presence to a streamlined digital
strategy, moving them into the 21st century.

The automotive industry can be a tricky
one to operate in when it comes to digital
presence. In addition to the normal factors
when developing a strategy - who is your
audience, what do they need, how do you
get the best ROI within that space for your
budget - there are many additional factors in
play. What regulations does Mazda have in the
digital space? Is there a provincial automotive
regulator whose legislation you must abide
by? Is alignment with the Mazda co-op
program critical for your dealership?
When Langley Mazda came to us, originally
for assistance with Paid Search, they were
operating on their own in this space. They
needed more clarity with regards to their
traffic, where it was coming from, and how
many leads they were getting. They also
needed assistance in defining the goals driving
their online strategy.

Eventually, they realized the limitations in
working with the original third-party provider
for their website and navigated to our website
platform in December of 2016. Now, all three
solutions work seamlessly together, providing
them more insight and clarity into their data
while increasing their leads.

PAID SEARCH
Originally, this dealership was operating as
part of an AdWords account for the entire
group - without conversion tracking. Further,
all ad groups were inventory or promotion
related. There was almost no customization of
advanced settings, resulting in clicks from out
of province - to as far away as Australia.
At Convertus, we use three major metrics to
evaluate the ongoing success of a campaign:
click through rate (CTR), bounce rate (BR), and
overall cost per acquisition (CPA). We look at
these like signals for each part of the funnel
from original impression to conversion. Low
CTR indicates poor ad relevancy/keyword
optimization or in some cases, a complete
misunderstanding of the audience. High
bounce rate indicates poor choice of landing
page, or even website design. A misstep in any
area of the account - low quality score, poor

SEARCH CLICK
THROUGH RATE

6.33%

relevancy, high bounce rate, etc. - will result in a
higher than average CPA.
The original campaign dedicated specifically to
Langley Mazda before we started working with
them had the following statistics from January
1, 2016-April 30, 2016:

SEARCH CLICK
THROUGH RATE

2.16%

BOUNCE RATE

45.71%

COST PER
ACQUISITION

???

Today, when you look at the same metrics for
January 1, 2017 - April 30, 2017, this is what
you see:

BOUNCE RATE

32.84%

COST PER
ACQUISITION

$49

EMPHASIS ON MOBILE
Everybody is using mobile devices to perform
searches, and many are using multiple devices
along the path from research to conversion.
This trend is true everywhere, but within the
auto industry it has had a huge impact on
what we consider to be conversions, and how
we track them. As little as two years ago,
the form lead was the largest contributor to
total leads. It was how individuals booked
test drives, received comparisons for their
vehicles, and was often followed by visiting
the dealership in person.
Today, most accounts that we manage trend
towards mobile. This is very true for Langley
Mazda, who see approximately 70% of their

paid conversions from phone calls. By having
call tracking available for ad extensions and
continually making the most of call only ads
and mobile bid adjustments, we’ve been able
to harness that change to drive quality calls
their way.

BEING AVAILABLE IN THE
MOMENTS THAT MATTER
Before working with Convertus, Langley
Mazda focused exclusively on inventory
advertisements and promotions. While they
can be effective in certain use cases, in the
automotive industry these are two areas
where it is incredibly difficult to differentiate
yourself. Every Mazda dealer within the
province has access to the same deals, the
same inventory, the same prices, and the
same manufacturer promotions. To add to it,
the manufacturers are often also advertising
models, directly increasing competition for ads
relating to inventory specific searches.
Couple that market saturation with the rise of
car review websites, and it becomes a difficult
space to operate within.

With Langley Mazda, we adjusted the tactic
to focus on being relevant in the “Where
Should I Buy It?” moment. Consumers are not
going to do vehicle research at the dealership
level, they are looking at review sites and
OEM information at that stage. When they
are looking at where to buy, they are now
comparing dealerships, not models. We
adjusted our ads for searches like “best Mazda
dealership”, and “Mazda dealership near me”
to emphasize the advantage a shopper would
have by choosing Langley Mazda and built on
that success.

Of course, a strong AdWords account and
paid search strategy is only as good as the
landing pages and website that you use,
which is why improving the online presence of
Langley Mazda to this degree wouldn’t have
been possible without a strong organic search
strategy and aligned website.

ORGANIC SEARCH
& WEBSITE
Our web platform has been developed
specifically for the dealer who wants to focus
on the long-term benefits of developing a
strong organic search strategy.
Our organic search philosophy is simple.
Instead of focusing on outdated techniques
for improving SEO performance, like pursuing
unnatural backlinks, we have focused on
improving the on-site user experience.
Building a mobile responsive site with clear
navigation and usability tools, adding focused
and relevant content that isn’t cookie cutter,
and creating engaging vehicle SRPs are
foundational of our website solution.

THE TRANSITION
To ensure a smooth transition from the previous
website, Convertus 301 redirected each page to
the most comparable page on their new website.
This meant users were not being redirected to
a page further up the funnel in their shopping
experience, nor being redirected to an entirely
different model or make.

To further differentiate the dealership from its
competitors, the home page features a “Wolfe
makes us different’ from other dealerships
that is so important within the auto industry.
Finally, to help Langley Mazda stand out from
their competitors on SERPs, we craft meta
descriptions highlighting the same differences
as above, aimed at catching people in the
“where do I buy it” moment.

THE STATS
After switching to our website solution,
weekly organic sessions increased by 55.1%.

We wanted to make sure that we were getting high value traffic, not simply an increase in traffic
from low quality sources. To ensure that this happened, we looked at average session duration,
which largely remained stable as the traffic increased.

BY THE NUMBERS

JULY 3RD ‘16 TO MAY 20TH ‘17
With the additional traffic and improved site design, we have seen both a decrease in
bounce rate from a weekly average of 23.54% to 20.56%, and an increase in the
overall conversion rate by a massive 270%.

Before Launch

After Launch

Increase

Completions

72

267

+ 270%

Conversion Rate

0.83%

2.01%

+ 142%

Form Lead

71

267

+ 276%

CONCLUSION
Advertising online in the automotive
industry comes with its fair share of
potential land mines. With multiple
players, co-op programs, numerous
platforms to operate in, and legislation
to navigate it’s hard to know where
to start and how to evaluate your
performance. This is where Langley
Mazda was when we first met.
Now they have a web solution that
emphasizes user experience, an organic
search strategy that is up to date with
Google best practices and our innovative
search strategies, as well as a paid
search program operating in the right
moments for them and their customers.
They finally feel like they are working in
the 21st century.
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At Convertus, across all departments,
we have a strong belief system rooted
in “quality over quantity”, driving
everything we do. It isn’t simply
about how many impressions an ad
campaign gets, or massive increases in
organic traffic, but also the quality of
that traffic. By following Google best
practices and staying ahead of the curve
for anticipated changes, as well as
constantly evaluating and improving our
own services, we provide clients with
a unique experience of their own that
works for them, but more importantly,
the customers they serve.

